REF ID: A66909

PT: 26 May 48

FROM: Sotran

TO: ASA

MESSAGE NO. 6220

DATE: 5-26-48

SECRET

Capt. Decker

5R. Hunter

Change of action requested by: Sec

(branch) (Officer)

Change of action approved in Cable Branch by: Lt. Saum

Initials rtr Time 1630

Declassified and approved for release by NSA on 04-14-2014 pursuant to E.O. 13526
STATE DEPT MESSAGE FOR INFORMATION OF DEPT OF THE ARMY

SECRET

PARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED. HANDLE AS SECRET CORRESPONDENCE PER PARAS 511 and 60a (4), AR 380-.

From: Secretary of State sgd Marshall
To: AMEMBASSY Tehran Iran
Nr : 482 26 May 1948

Security rules do not prohibit handling classified messages for other US Govt agencies. Your 574 May 26. However in present situation Army prefers that MA not use State channels. His replacement material should arrive within a week.

End

NOTE: 574 not identified in SMC.

ACTION: ID CSGAS-80
INFORMATION: PO CSGAS-20
CM IN 6220 (28 May 48) DTG 26 May/6 PM hab
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